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Proposal 

 

1. Abstract/ Summary: 

For my senior exhibition I will be illustrating the complete first chapter of my comic in a format of 

Traditional Japanese Manga. I will also be showing concept art of the chapter and physical copies of the chapter 

as well. 

 

2. Statement of need: 

As a kid my grandmother and I would always come up with characters and write little stories about them 

when I was young. This is where my love of character creation came from. In middle school I was introduced to 

comics, manga specifically, and I liked the different range of art styles that they had. Since I am not the best 

with words this gave me a more efficient way to illustrate my characters stories. Out of all the different comic 

styles I looked at I prefer the consistency that can be found in manga, unlike traditional American comics.  

 

3. Project Methodology: 

The process I will be undergoing for this project will be both traditional and digital. I will start by sketching 

rough story boards in my sketchbook along with floor plans and character designs. I then take photos of each 

thumbnailed page and import them into my Clip Studio Paint zine program file. After importing all the pages, I 

then go over them on a separate layer and draw in the panel boxes, sketch characters as well as place bubbles 

and dialogue. At this stage I will post the chapter in parts to a private Facebook page that I have setup for 

roughly 20 people where they can read and make corrections to the chapter. After this step I will be doing a 

color pass and send out the finished chapter again to the Facebook page for a final review. After corrections are 

made to the completed chapter the page will then be formatted for printing so several physical copies can be on 

display to read to purchase at the exhibition. 

 



4. Research and influences: 

I have a very long list of artists that have influenced me, and I am using as research. I typically look towards the 

longer series like Ava's Demon, Avatar the last Airbender, Demon Slayer, Tokyo Ghoul, and Studio Ghibli to 

name a few. I also look towards art styles similar to the Soil that Binds Us and Ava’s Demon that have a sketchy 

and painterly quality that my style usually gravitates towards. What I mainly look for in my research is the 

longer Epic style stories, stories that drive the characters to develop and show the change in character 

relationships. I also look at what makes each character unique compared to others in similar circumstances and 

so I pay close attention to character design. These designs help strengthen a character making them more 

dynamic  

 

5. Dissemination: 

My goals for my exhibition are to have the complete chapter hung through the gallery in groupings of 5 

or 6 so it is readable by everyone. I prefer the thought of everyone reading together instead of everyone taking a 

book. The exhibition would flow better that way and encourage discussion amongst readers who are in the same 

section of pages.  I want to also have physical copies of the chapter as well for those who want more time to 

read and for others who would like to purchase it. At the end of the exhibition I will also put concept art for the 

chapter being shown and some for chapters in the works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thesis Statement / Author notes 

 

While I was creating the layout for my website for my web comic site, I was pondering the how to best include an artist 

statement.  After some thinking I decided to turn my thesis statement into more of an author's note section. In these 

sections it acts like the comic's own thesis statement. Sometimes it has background about the author, or it is where they 

share their thoughts and feelings about their work. I feel like this work better than my original idea of the two-page 

spread. If The final show was still in the gallery space, I would have opted to keeping the two-page spread. 

Posted May 4, 2020 

After a long semester I can finally say I did it. After years of working on my comic Tales from Amarna in my spare time, I was 

allowed to let it be my focus for my senior exhibition. The original plan was for the pages to be hung in a gallery setting so 

people could read together but... things happened. *glares at global pandemic 2020* I have no hard feeling... well maybe a 

few... But nonetheless this allowed me to as much time as possible into finishing pages and making this website, as well as a 

virtual gallery.  In the end I wanted this to be the best thing I could make.  With all the time I have put into the concept, designs 

and writing I wasn’t going to let anything keep me from making this something I'm proud of.  

This chapter was planned to be my proof of concept for a longer running comic. I will admit now that I did plan a lot for the 

short time for the two semesters I had, but in the end, I feel like I hit all the important things I wanted to. Yeah some of the 

detail I envisioned in my head isn't there or I didn’t have enough pages for a conversation to go the way I wanted but, this is Act 

0. Act 1 will be its predecessor and have all the extras I wanted in the beginning. This was a test for myself to figure out how I 

was going to do this, and I did it! The first chapter will always be the roughest to work through and that goes for all comics.   

I will say I'm genuinely happy with how everything turned out despite its flaws. I started this project knowing it's not going to 

be perfect, but I wanted it to be good. Most people can't stand to look at their shows after their done, but I feel the opposite. I 

already have notes and plans set aside for its revision and the chapter to follow. So, I'm eager to start over and make the first Act 

even better! Se be on the lookout for the revision!  

Before everyone starts reading I do want to say thank you to all my friends teachers who helped me with this story, if it wasn’t 

for all of you putting up with my long winded rants about my story and having you go over my designs, I don’t think this first 

Act would be as successful as it is.  

 

Sorry for the long post  

I hope you all enjoy the first Chapter 

 

 

 



Process Documentation 

Since I have been working on this comic for so long, I have many character designs that I have cycled 

through for my main protagonists. It is always hard to decide what their final look should be, but the best thing 

to keep in mind is to keep it simple and realistic! It is also good to hold on to these designs because your 

character may fit that look better further along in the story as they grow and develop. Here is a screen shot off 3 

different designs with the final one. 

. 

 



Setting and Layout 

While working out the rest of my comic I can say that making lay outs and maps helped A LOT! I sadly couldn’t move 

forward with the embroidered map Like I originally planned for, but I was able to use a simplified version of the map!  

 

House floor plan 

 

Region map 

 



 

Final Focused Rout map. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Thumbnailing Process 

Original Thumbnails 

 

 



Final Pages 

[renumbered] 

 

 



 

[Original ]Amarna Thesis outline  

Part 1 

• Anais moves into Mother Crow and Sens home. 

• Has small interaction with both Sen and Mother Crow 

• Stays towards the living room part of the room  

• Falls asleep on couch 

---> transition to dream in current time 

Part 2  

• Anais is in another dream being confronted by the sun disk 

• Sun is still unhappy with her decision and proceeds to attack Anais 

---> end dream 

Part 3  

• Anais wakes from dream to Sen checking on her 

• After Sen leaves Anais changes from her pajamas and reveals scars from past altercations with the sun disk. 

• She then heads downstairs and is greeted by the smell of breakfast 

Part 4 

• Anais makes it down the stairs and Mother crow and Sen with her happy birthday. 

• Then they bring her to the table and Sen presents her the breakfast he made. 

Part 5  

• Over breakfast they discuss the days plans: 

o Since Anais is the next apostle for the sun god (This was discovered not long after she started living with 

Mother Crow and Sen) and at the age of eighteen the chosen apostle must travel to the nearest shrine to 

pass their first trial.  

o They also discuss travel time and route. 

----> This is when a map is shown<--- 

Part 6 

• After breakfast is over Anais and Sen pack their things to travel to the first Location of the trial 

• Show small montage of traveling 

• Sen has a small conversation with Anais as they are approaching the temple. (expressing his concerns and 

warning her of the dangers) 

• Last page is of Anais finally approaching the temple door and it begins to open. 

-----> To be continued ----> 

 

 

 

 



 

Tales from Amarna Outline [revision] 

Part 1 

• Anais wakes from a nightmare and finds a scar on her neck 

• Sen comes in to check on her . 

• After Sen leaves Anais changes from her pajamas and reveals scars from past nightmares. 

• She then heads downstairs and is greeted by the smell of breakfast 

Part 2 

• Anais makes it down the stairs and Mother crow and Sen with her happy birthday. 

• Then they bring her to the table and Sen presents her the breakfast he made. 

Part 3  

• Over breakfast they discuss the days plans: 

o They also discuss travel time and route and the temple Annias is going to go to ask a divine a question. 

[referring to the scars she gets from the unknown nightmares] 

----> This is when a map is shown<--- 

Part 6 

• After breakfast is over Anais and Sen pack their things to travel to the city of Lyrust 

• Show small montage of traveling 

• Sen has a small conversation with Anais as they are approaching the temple. Sen guides her through how to find 

the temple and what to do. 

• Last page is of Anais finally approaching the temple door and it begins to open. 

-----> To be continued ----> 

 

I made a cut story wise to the original outline. I feel like it was giving too much information. I wanted this first chapter to 

be more showing not telling so it would be easier for readers to start following the story.  This is also a good spring board 

for the next following chapters and revisions so I can slowly incorporate more information in the chapters moving 

forward! 

 

 

 

 

 



Original Presentation 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Resume 

 



 

 

 



 

Timeline 

Original Time line from 01-01-2019 

 
Current timeline as of 11-22-2019 

 

These are the original timelines…. I don’t have a current one thanks to the 2020 pandemic. But my timeline did not really 

change except for the physical book portion. With no physical show I didn’t see the point in spending the money for 

books I would be able to sell within a year. So, I decided to change that out and work on a virtual gallery instead. I will 

say I am happier with the outcome of the gallery and I'm excited to make a revision so I can make a book in the future! 

 



Final Website 

Home page 

 

 

 

 



Act 0 page 

 

 

 



Concept page 

 



Virtual gallery page 

 

 



Virtual Gallery 

[via Minecraft] 

 

  

 

Here is a link for the walk through! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueQYz2zVwIc 

Server will be open Instructions to visit are also on the website! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueQYz2zVwIc

